
Date: 28 Mar 2019 
Time: 1615 - 1715 
Venue: Hwee Xian’s Office 
 
 
Attendee:  

1. Nicholas Thian  
2. Celine Chua 
3. Raylene Ng 
4. Ryder Kin 
5. Anicia Gan 
6. Ryan Yang 

  
 
Agenda: 

● Progress 
● Finals Presentation Slides 
● Handover updates  

 
1. UT slides to be done after quality attributes 
2. Agenda 5, 6, 7 group together as they are all under project management  
3. Demo 

a. Reviewer can be participants or admins  
i. Participants will be able to play the different game missions  

1. Turn off geofencing ? 
2. Allow them to play drawings  
3. Make the geofence bigger  

ii. Admins will be able to monitor and allocate scores 
b. Time the process => should be within 15-20 minutes 
c. If we are demonstrating the geofence  

i. Live Instastory the person to show livefeed and prove that geofencing is 
working  

1. Show activity feed and leaderboard  
4. Indicate things that we covered for MT - tech and quality attributes 
5. Tech Complexity  

a. Change font for tech complexity for the codes  
b. Wordsearch - CREATION  

i. Mention that it is creation of wordsearch  
ii. Mention that there are 5 components.  
iii. Can be spilt into 2 components - create puzzle and checking answer.  

1. Start off with point 2. Dont need go line by line. Box the code and 
explain at the side  

c. Show drag and drop and drawing  



6. Get a free domain name  
7. Bandwidth to test the scalability ?  Concurrent users. Simulated. Via REST. Even with 50 

concurrent users. The app does not lag and measure the latency. Double or triple the 
amount of users and test the one end point. X axis number of users and Y axis latency 

8. UT 
a. Put live trail and UAT under UT  
b. Put all the ticks for UT 
c. Submissions UT 4 (explain it) 
d. UT 5 will become UAT 5  

9. Schedule actual. No changes from MT 
a. UT 5 changed to UAT 
b. Fixed handover date  

 
Done by,  
Celine Chua 
 
Verified and Edited by,  
Ryder Kin 


